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1. Introduction

Condition monitoring of railway tracks, vehicles are essential in ensuring the safety of railways (Goodall et al., 2006, Buruni et al., 2007). In the field of road traffic, research is proceeding to acquire detailed traffic flow information and reflect it in traffic control by using cars that are regarded as “probes” with an information-obtaining function and having them transmit real-time traffic information such as traffic jams and travel times to traffic control stations.

Monitoring of such parameters are not necessary in railways that are operated according to time tables. However, in-service vehicles equipped with simple sensors and GPS may serve as probes to detect and analyze real-time vehicle vibration and signaling systems while running. So called “probe vehicles” (see Fig. 1) (Kojima et al., 2005, 2006) may also dramatically change the current style of rail maintenance and thus contribute to establishing safe transport systems.

The probe vehicles can change the current maintenance style to focus on locations regarded as essential maintenance areas, utilizing data acquired by real-time monitoring of actual vibration together with positional information obtained by GPS. Monitoring based on information obtained by in-service vehicles may enable the detection of maintenance problem at an early stage (Hayashi et al., 2006), thus contributing to the revitalization of local railways by making maintenance tasks more efficient.

The aim of this chapter is to summarize the track-condition-monitoring system based on vehicle measurements for conventional and high speed railway. Section 2 describes the track-condition-monitoring system for conventional railway. In this application, track irregularities are estimated from the vertical and lateral acceleration of the car body. The roll angle of the car body, calculated using a rate gyroscope, is used to distinguish line irregularities from level irregularities. Rail corrugation is detected from cabin noise with spectral peak calculation. A GPS system and a map-matching algorithm are used to pinpoint the location of faults on tracks. Field test using a in-service vehicle was carried out to
evaluate the developed system. In section 3, track-condition-monitoring system for high speed railway, shinkansen, called RAIDARSS 3 is introduced. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

Fig. 1. Condition monitoring of railway by probe vehicle system

2. Condition monitoring of conventional railway track

2.1 Detection of track faults from cabin vibration

2.1.1 Cabin vibration due to track faults

Several kinds of track faults can be detected by measuring the acceleration of bogies (Waston et al., 2006, 2007, 2007). However, if track faults can be detected in-cabin, condition monitoring of track irregularities will be much easier. As the distinctive signal of track faults are hidden in natural frequency of car-body vibration, signal processing is necessary for the acceleration measured in-cabin to detect track faults.

Track faults include corrugation, that is a phenomenon in which cyclic wear patterns are formed on rail heads with wavelengths of a few centimeters to 10 to 20cm as shown in Fig.2 (Matsumoto et al. 2002). Corrugation in tight curves poses particularly serious problems. Corrugation growth causes considerable noise and vibration and leads to rail damages, so it has become an important issue in track maintenance.

Figure 3 shows measurement result from a curved section of track with significant corrugation using sensors on a in-service vehicle. This is the measurement result for travelling a curve with a radius of 202m at a constant speed of 38km/h. The vertical acceleration of the left axle-box, i.e. the inner-rail side, is shown in Figure 3(a). This is a classic characteristic of corrugation in tight curves and confirms the occurrence of corrugation on an inner-side rail.

Figure 3(b) shows the vertical accelerations of the vehicle body measured on the floor of the cabin. Vertical acceleration of a car body measured on the cabin floor is greatly influenced
by low-frequency vibration of the car body, and no significant difference is observed in measurement signal by the presence or absence of corrugation in tracks. Thus, it is difficult to detect corrugation by methods using measurement signals directly such as threshold processing, and therefore signal processing is required for detecting corrugation from the acceleration of car bodies.

Fig. 2. Example of rail corrugation

Fig. 3. Measurement results of curved section with corrugation
2.1.2 Detection of track faults by multi-resolution analysis (MRA)

Fourier analysis is a technique for converting time domain data to frequency domain data, but it loses time information. Short-time Fourier transform (windowed Fourier transform) is a technique for time-frequency analysis of signals, but the results depend on the window size. Knowledge of the objects to be analyzed and the ability to be estimated are needed for fault detection, as a certain size of window may not necessarily detect a fault.

In contrast, a wavelet transform that changes window size automatically according to frequency is considered to be suitable for analyzing unknown signals. Therefore, a method was developed to detect track faults from accelerations measured at the car body, using discrete wavelet transforms. This method detects faults by decomposing the measurement signal into an approximation component of low frequency and a detailed component of high frequency (Kojima et al., 2005, 2006).

Wavelet based multi-resolution analysis (MRA) (Daubechies, 1992) decomposes a signal into a number of components at different resolution by using the discrete wavelet transform. A signal is decomposed into some detailed (high-frequency) components and an approximated (low-frequency) component as shown in Fig. 4.

The results of the MRA of the vertical accelerations of car body with significant corrugation, Fig. 3(b), are shown in Fig. 5. Due to the sampling frequency being 2kHz, $d_1$, $d_2$, $d_3$, $d_4$, and $a_4$ correspond approximately to 500–1000Hz, 250–500Hz, 125–250Hz, 62.5–125Hz, and frequencies not greater than 62.5Hz, respectively.

It should be noted that the component $d_3$, in particular, which includes the frequency, 160Hz, for corrugation, shows conspicuous acceleration, which is of a waveform similar to that for the axle-box shown in Fig. 6. This result indicates that the vibration component due to corrugation can be extracted from the acceleration of a vehicle body by using MRA.
Fig. 5. MRA of acceleration of vehicle body with corrugation

Fig. 6. Extraction of signal due to corrugation
Figure 7 shows the calculation results of vertical acceleration of car-body and bogie. In this calculation, vertical acceleration of car body and bogie are calculated using 5 degree-of-freedom vehicle model as shown in the left side of Fig. 7. Three types of track faults (corrugation, 1-2s, irregularity, 4-6s, crack, 8s) are considered. It should be noted that only the effect of irregularity can be seen on the vertical acceleration of car-body.

Figure 8 shows the calculated results of MRA. We can see that the corrugation can be detected in 1-2s in the $d_3$ component which include the frequency of 167Hz due to the corrugation. It can be seen that a crack of a rail can be detected as an impulsive signal in $d_1$, $d_2$, $d_3$, $d_4$, particular in $d_2$. The irregularities of track appear in the lower frequency ranges, i.e. $d_5$-$d_{10}$. These results show that condition monitoring of track irregularities from car body accelerations is possible using MRA.

**2.1.3 Detection of track irregularities from car body acceleration**

The previous section shows that the MRA is effective for detecting track faults from car body accelerations. However, irregularities of track can be detected from the acceleration of car body directly without using MRA. Simulation studies were carried out using multi-body dynamics code, SIMPACK, to find the possibility of detecting track irregularities from car body vibration directly.

Figure 9 shows the SIMPACK model used for simulation study. The right side of Figure 10 shows vertical acceleration, lateral acceleration and roll angle of car body while the vehicle is travelling with 72km/h on track with irregularities in the vertical direction, the lateral direction and the roll direction, respectively. It can be seen that the car body acceleration and roll angle can be used for detection of track faults.
Fig. 8. Decomposition of vertical acceleration of car body by MRA

Fig. 9. Full vehicle model
2.1.4 Detection of corrugation from cabin noise

Some measures should be taken to ensure accurate measurement of high-frequency vibration components using an accelerometer, e. g., it should be attached tightly to the cabin floor. A method was therefore invented to detect corrugation using cabin noise that is uniquely generated when trains run on rails with corrugation.

In this method, spectra are obtained using a short-time Fourier transform of cabin noise data. Peak heights of specific frequencies in the spectra together with the corresponding frequencies are calculated in real-time, and their time-related changes are evaluated as shown in Fig. 11.

Corrugation can be detected by simpler measurement with this method using a microphone in the cabin. It was also confirmed that the extent of corrugation can also be diagnosed by this method, in an experiment using a commercial railway line.
Figure 12 presents the results of corrugation detection by cabin noise. Figure 12(a) depicts the noise level of a relatively small corrugation section (hatched part) with a wave height of 0.1 to 0.2 mm, indicating that the corrugation section could not be specified by cabin noise. In contrast, spectral peak values (Fig. 12(b)) were elevated in the corrugation section, suggesting that early stage corrugation could not be detected by noise level alone but could be detected successfully by spectral peak.

Fig. 12. Cabin noise measured at in-service vehicle and its spectral peak

2.2 Onboard sensing system

A portable onboard sensing system was developed for an in-service vehicle to enable simple diagnosis of tracks on a commercial line (Tsunashima et al., 2008). Figure 13 depicts components of the sensing system developed. It consists of a microphone for detecting corrugation, accelerometers for detecting track irregularity, a rate gyroscope, a GPS receiver for detecting position, a computer for analysis, and an analog input terminal for inputting signals from each sensor to the computer. The signal output from each sensor is converted into a digital signal by the analog input terminal and input into the computer.

Fig. 13. Portable onboard sensing system
Position information acquired by a GPS receiver is also input into the computer. The computer not only estimates current position and velocity based on the position information from the GPS receiver and acceleration signal from the acceleration sensor, but it also estimates track condition by processing the signal from each sensor and displays it in time sequence in the present position on a screen. Data obtained by signal processing is also recorded on a hard disk drive and utilized for detailed diagnosis of track status by off-line analysis.

2.3 Field test

A method for estimating car body vibration from track displacements has been created as an index for controlling track irregularities. This method estimates riding comfort by calculating car-body vibration and evaluates track condition more effectively by obtaining response characteristics of the car body from field tests (Fig. 14). Figure 15 shows the real time monitoring of track condition in the field test.

Fig. 14. Field test

Fig. 15. Real time condition monitoring of track
The response characteristics of a car body to track irregularities may vary depending on the conditions, such as characteristics specific to vehicles, running velocity, and loading; however, it can be roughly estimated by evaluating the RMS value of the car body acceleration with time. Irregularities in cross level can be also distinguished from that in the pure vertical and lateral using a rate gyroscope.

Figures 16 and 17 present the results of measurement when a vehicle is run at 75km/h on a straight section. The horizontal axis indicates distance from the origin, obtained by GPS. Figure 16 depicts the relationship among lateral acceleration, its RMS value, and irregularities in line alignment. Irregularities in line alignment were demonstrated by expressing displacement toward the left as travelling direction. The RMS value of lateral acceleration (Fig. 16(b)) was relatively high around 11.1km.
Figure 17 depicts the relationship among roll angle, its RMS value, and irregularities in alignment of level. The roll angle is obtained by integrating the roll rate measured by a rate gyroscope. The RMS value of the roll angle was high around 11.1km (Fig. 17(b)), which corresponded to a location with great irregularity in the alignment of level (Fig. 17(c)). It is also near the peak of lateral acceleration RMS (Fig. 17(b)). Based on these findings, it is considered that track irregularities and positions can be detected by using the RMS of normal track as standard and setting a threshold.

Figure 18 shows the result of corrugation detection. Gray parts of the figure indicate the areas where the corrugation is observed. It is shown that the corrugations are successfully detected by the proposed method from cabin noise.

![Figure 17](https://www.intechopen.com)

Fig. 17. Roll angle of car body and irregularity of cross level of track (traveling direction from right to left)
2.4 Condition monitoring of track in local lines

Long term condition monitoring of railway tracks is carried out on local lines where the irregularity or corrugation is significant.

In the first step, evaluation was made of the reliability of measurement results. Figure 19 shows a comparison result of two measurements with a time interval of 18 days. It should be noted that the two measured wave forms are almost the same and the significant peaks due to the rail irregularities can be seen at the same location.

A railway company made their repair works for the track where the significant peak were observed. Figure 20 depicts changes of RMS of vertical acceleration before and after the repair work. It can be seen from the figure that the track condition before and after the repair works were clearly observed using the portable onboard sensing system.
Corrugation condition monitoring on another commercial line was also carried out. Eight measurements in two years were collected and evaluated. Figure 21 and 22 show the change of corrugation condition evaluated by the spectral peak from cabin noise.

![Fig. 20. Changes of RMS of vertical acceleration before and after repair work](image)

![Fig. 21. Spectral peak of cabin noise](image)

![Fig. 22. Change of maximum spectral peak in two years operation](image)
3. Condition monitoring of high-speed railway track

3.1 Overview

To enhance the safety and reliability of high-speed transportation, one of the most important tasks is to examine infrastructure frequently and accurately. On the shinkansen lines, catenary and track infrastructure is examined by multiple inspection trains in business hours in the daytime. The multiple inspection train called ‘Dr. Yellow’ runs on the Tokaido & Sanyo shinkansen, and ‘East-i’ runs Tōhoku, Joetsu, Nagano, Yamagata & Akita shinkansen. The newest Kyushu Shinkansen carries a track recording device on some operating trains for cost reduction purpose.

In this way, every shinkansen track is examined every 10 days. In order to confirm the safety in the period of the interval of track inspection, car body acceleration of commercial trains has been measured every day since the inauguration of service on the Tokaido shinkansen line in 1964. Track condition monitoring that on ly references car body accelerations become difficult because the recent shinkansen vehicle is equipped with high-performance suspension and is therefore not as responsive to track irregularity. To solve this problem, a new device which is able to measure track irregularity was developed.

3.2 RAIDARSS-3: Track condition monitoring system on Tokaido shinkansen

In 2009, a new track condition monitoring device that is able to measure vertical track irregularity using double integration of the axle-box acceleration, was developed. The new devices called RAIDARSS-3 (see Fig. 23,) are now installed on six N700 series shinkansen train sets in order to check the track condition several times a day. If the measured accelerations or track irregularities exceed the predetermined target values, these measured values and locations are automatically reported to the train control centre and track maintenance depots. Table 1 shows the main features of RAIDARSS-3.

The inertial measurement is more suitable for track condition monitoring by commercial trains than the 3-points method because it doesn’t require a special car body structure or bogies.

Fig. 23. RAIDARSS-3: Track condition monitoring system for Tokaido shinkansen
Automatic reporting  Exceeded values and locations are automatically reported to the train control center and track maintenance depots.

Wheel diameter adjustment  Wheel diameters are automatically revised by wheel pulse and position information from train.

Opposite train sensing  Opposite trains are detected by optical sensors.

Data acquisition  All data are automatically transmitted to a server via LCX(Leaky Coaxial) Cable. 50 runs of operation data are stored on 2GB memory card.

Settings  Setting change and data transmission are available via LCX cable.

Table 1. Main features of RAIDARSS-3

3.3 Former inertial measurement system

Inertial measurement is based on a simple law where double integration of the acceleration indicates a position on an accelerometer. For example, the vertical position of a wheel can be found by using double integration of the axle-box acceleration. The result provides the longitudinal level due to the wheel being continuously in contact with the rail (see Fig. 24). On the other hand, for the measurement of the track alignment, the change of the clearance laterally existing between the wheel flange and the rail needs to be taken into account and thus needs to be measured by means of sensors.

The conventional inertial system uses an analogue integral circuit. If an input signal has a slight offset, the output of an analogue integrator is completely saturated in the vicinity of the power supply voltage, and therefore cannot function as an integrator. To avoid saturation, a high-pass filter is added before the integrator. The cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter varies with vehicle speed to maintain the cut-off wavelength at a fixed value (ex. 120 m) over the distance domain.

Unfortunately, the high-pass filter distorts the output waveform so that the output signal does not agree with the track profile on the ground. It is caused by a nonlinear phase shift of the analogue high-pass filter. Another issue is that the measured waveforms of alternate directions are largely different. The distortion can be corrected by reversing the phase of the output signal. But a smarter solution to wave distortion is to introduce digital processing.

![Fig. 24. Inertial track measurement in longitudinal level](www.intechopen.com)
3.4 Digital processing for RAIDARSS-3

As with saturation in an analog integrator, an offset of the input data gains in number of bits by digital integral calculus, the bit width of the processor will shorten immediately. To avoid this problem, as in analogue devices, a digital high-pass filter is necessary before the integrator. But it is difficult to solve by changing the many coefficients of the high-order digital HPF according to the vehicle speed in real time.

To overcome the difficulty, RAIDARSS-3 uses the 10 m versine characteristic to stabilize the double integration (see Fig. 25).

![Fig. 25. Digital inertial processing for RAIDARSS-3](image)

The 10 m versine method is expressed by

$$y(\xi) = x(\xi) \cdot \frac{x(\xi-5) + x(\xi+5)}{2}, \quad (1)$$

where $y(\xi)$ is measured 10m versine signal and $x(\xi)$ is original track profile on the ground.

From Eq. (1), a transfer function for a 10m versine measurement on the z-plane yields Eq. (2).

$$H_{10}(z) = \frac{1}{2} + z^{-5} - \frac{1}{2} z^{-10}, \quad (2)$$

In this equation, the sampling distance is 1.0m and an output delay of 5m to satisfy the law of causality.

Furthermore,

$$H_{10}(z) = -\frac{1}{2} \left(1 - 2z^{-5} + z^{-10}\right) = -\frac{1}{2} \left(1 - z^{-5}\right)^2, \quad (3)$$

Equation 3 shows that a characteristic of the 10m versine consists of two difference filters and one multiplier. Figure 26 shows a block diagram of the 10m versine method, and Fig. 27 shows the characteristics of a difference filter.
As shown in Fig. 27, because the difference filter, which is divided from a 10m versine characteristic, exhibits a high-pass characteristic and the DC (0Hz) gain is zero, allowing this filter to utilize integration stabilization. Since the difference filter operates by taking the difference between the input signal and its delayed signal, the processing load is very light. Furthermore, a variable frequency filter can easily be used by changing the delay corresponding to the vehicle speed. With a sampling frequency of 1.0Hz, the characteristics of the 10m versine method in the time domain yields Eq. (4).

\[ H_{10}(z) = -\frac{1}{2}(1-z^{-1})^2 \]  (4)

where \( L = \frac{5}{v} \), and \( v \) is the vehicle speed (m/s).

The transfer function for the simplest digital integrator on the z-plane is

\[ H_i(z) = \frac{1}{1-z^{-1}}, \]  (5)

Using Eqs.(4) and (5), the digital inertial processing is expressed as

\[ H_{DI}(z) = H_{10} \times H_i = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{1-z^{-1}} \right)^2 \]  (6)

This digital inertial measurement technique is called the "Frequency variable difference filter". Figure 28 shows a block diagram of this processing technique. This system, mainly composed of adders with a single multiplier, can maintain quite low CPU loading condition.
10m versine longitudinal level obtained by RAIDARSS-3 is shown in Fig. 29. For comparison, measurement signals from an existing track geometry car in Dr. Yellow are shown in the figure. There are the good correspondences between the signals.

**Fig. 28. Block diagram of frequency variable difference filter**

\[
L = \frac{5}{\Delta t v}
\]

\[
k = \frac{t^2}{2}
\]

**Fig. 29. Comparison between RAIDARSS-3 and Dr. Yellow**

3.5 Cant and twist

Track cant is calculated from the vertical track profile of right and left rail. This method is suitable for track monitoring by a commercial vehicle because an expensive gyro is not necessary. Figure 30 shows an operation flow to calculate cant.
Fig. 30. Calculation flow for cant

Since RAIDARSS calculates a 10m versine of longitudinal level directly, an inverse filter shown in the Fig. 31 is used to get vertical track profile from 10m versine. Fig. 30(b), that is equivalent to Fig. 30(a), is used for effective calculation.

Fig. 31. Inverse filter for track profile restoration

Cant calculated from RAIDARSS is compared with the signals from an existing Dr. Yellow in Fig. 32. There are the good correspondences between the signals. Both agree well, and the standard deviation of the difference of both is 0.28 mm. Track twist shown in Fig. 33 is calculated by means of a difference of cant between 2.5 m, and the standard deviation of the difference with the Doctor Yellow is 0.14 mm. Even if an expensive gyro is not used, track cant and twist are obtained with high precision.

Fig. 32. Cant calculated from RAIDARSS-3
Fig. 33. Twist calculated from RAIDARSS-3

Fig. 34. Repeatability of RAIDARSS-3 for 3 weeks
3.6 Practical use of RAIDARSS-3

RAIDARSS-3 is installed in six N700 train sets already working on Tokaido shinkansen, and car-body accelerations and longitudinal levels are checked several times every day. The repeatability for 3 weeks is shown in Fig. 34.

In spite of the varied train sets and running speed, good correspondence was obtained among 22 different signals, which indicates good repeatability of the device. It can be seen that rapid track geometry degradation occurs in this section. Although the growth rate of the track irregularity is small every day, the good repeatability of the device can identify even the slight change of the track. RAIDARSS-3 will contribute to the track safety of the Tokaido Shinkansen in the future.

4. Conclusions

Two types of track-condition-monitoring system for conventional and high-speed railway are summarized in this chapter. The development of a portable condition monitoring system for track which is easily integrated on in-service vehicles is introduced. In this system, irregularities of the rail are estimated from vertical and lateral acceleration of car body. A roll angle of car body, which is calculated using a rate gyroscope, is used to distinguish irregularity of line from irregularity of level. Rail corrugation can be detected from cabin noise with spectral peak calculation. A GPS system and map matching algorithm localizes the fault on track.

A field test was conducted using a commercial line in cooperation with a railway operating company. Track irregularity was detected by vertical and lateral acceleration measured while the vehicle was running, and corrugation was detected by spectral peaks of cabin noise. Track condition was displayed on a route map in real time together with information of the location based on the position information obtained by GPS. The field results in local lines showed that the long term condition monitoring of railway track using the developed probe system gives us useful information for condition-based-maintenance.

For condition monitoring of high-speed railway track, a new device for measuring vertical track irregularity using double integration of the axle-box acceleration, RAIDARSS-3, is introduced. RAIDARSS-3 is installed in six N700 train sets already working on Tokaido shinkansen, and car-body accelerations and longitudinal levels are checked several times every day. It will contribute to the track safety of the Tokaido Shinkansen in the future.
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